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MARINO
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A design that’s inspired by the curves of marine life.
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MARINO
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CC1
CC1

1.5RA
AC73-1DV

1.5LA

AC73-1DV

1.5C

Leather: 9409-1.5RA+CC1+CC1+1.5LA+1.5C (subject to availability)
Leather: 9409-1DV (subject to availability)

MARINO

0557

08
09

0538
MARINO

ALLARGARE

COLLECTION BOOK

3D

Leather: 9415-3D (subject to availability)

MARINO

0557

Model MARINO skus
include a curved connecting
unit (item number CC1)
that serves two functions,
namely, glass table top and
internal storage cabinet. The
glass table top comes with
black or white colors to
choose from.
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MARINO
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The name MARINO (an Italian word meaning
“marine”) came from the fact that most
marine creatures are born to have curved
and streamline body shapes.

Model Marino’s curved elements include the
curved arm design in various facets. While
the footrests are closed, they curve inward
in a large extend that allows the footrest to
be longer than those of most other motion
sofas in the market, so that even a person
with almost 180cm tall can feel the support
at the end of the footrests under his feet.
The curved-in feature of the footrests also
creates extra room under the sofa to allow
more design possibility for sofa legs.
The curved leg design was inspired by
octopus legs which is one of the marine
animals’ nature.
Thanks to the latest advancement of powermotion mechanisms which are getting
smaller in sizes. It enables the back-side
base of Model MARINO to be trimmed in
size and curved inward.
The perforated strip on every back rest
has added some fashion element to
Model MARINO. Perforation is a leather
craftsmanship technique that is commonly
applied on various leather fashion goods.
Being fashion-driven is also a key design
concept for KELVIN GIORMANI sofas.

Motion sofas provide extra-ordinary comfort
through advanced power-mechanisms; however,
the metal mechanism itself is not so good-looking.
Therefore, another design objective that we’d like to
achieve through Model MARINO is to let the metal
mechanisms to be as hidden as possible.
For Model MARINO’s footrest mechanisms, they are
fixed toward the center of the entire upholstered
footrests; therefore, when a footrest is open up, the
metal mechanisms are less visible in comparing with
other motion sofa designs when most of their footrest
mechanisms are fixed obviously at the left and right
ends of the upholstered footrests.
At the back side of the Model MARINO’s headrests,
the entire metal mechanism is hidden.
With MARINO design and KELVIN GIORMANI leather
tailoring quality, you can be proud to flow your
power-motion sofa in the middle of the living room.
It’ll be a waste if Model MARINO’s back is placed
against a living room wall.

MARINO

The core design concept for Model MARINO
is to create a power-motion upholstery
model that has multi-facets of curved
shapes-and-forms. This is to differentiate
KELVIN GIORMANI motion sofa design from
the others in the market when most motion
sofas out there continue the conventional
square-look and boxy appearance.

COLLECTION BOOK

COLLECTION BOOK

MARINO
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Model MARINO’s legs
comes with 3 optional
stainless steel colors,
namely, antique
brass color (as seen
on the photo), dark
nickel color and satin
stainless steel.

Dark nickel color (as
seen on the photo)
has becomes a trendy
stainless steel color
for legs of European
contemporary style
sofas.

Satin stainless steel
finish on sofa legs (as
seen on the photo) is
always well matching
with modern living
room interior design.
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MARINO
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Beside item number CC1, there is another
curved connecting unit with item number
1.5CR (the middle unit as seen on the photo)
that can be a comfortable single-middle
seater (stationary) to connect two motionrecliners at both sides.

Model MARINO’s headrest and footrest mechanisms work
independently to enable more flexibility for personalizing your most
favorite seating angles.
Model MARINO is the best KELVIN GIORMANI power-motion model
so far for watching TV while both mechanisms are fully extended (while
a couch potato is half-laying on the sofa).
Memory-switch is a new optional feature in Model MARINO. With a
minimal extra charge and easy operation, you can experience the
convenience of having two memorized seating positions per seat at
your choice.
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3LA
AC84-1D
1.5RA

AC84-1D

Leather: 9423-1.5RA+3LA (subject to availability)
Leather: 9401-1D (subject to availability)

0558
ESTENDE

ESTENDE
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ESTENDE
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ESTENDE
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Model ESTENDE is another new
power-reclining motion sofa
design from KELVIN GIORMANI
that features a sofa arm with
exceptional design. The arm
is starting with a thin leatherupholstered curved-shape top
at the outside and continuing
to become a round-shape
contemporary sofa arm that ends
with a stylish solid-stainless steel
leg.
ESTENDE is an Italian word
means “extend.” When Model
ESTENDE’s reclining motions are
fully extended, it has the longest
length (from head-rest to footrest) among KELVIN GIORMANI
models so far.
Model ESTENDE comes with 3
optional stainless steel colors,
namely, satin stainless steel finish
(as seen on the photo), antique
brass color and dark nickel color.

When Model ESTENDE comes
with the antique brass color
stainless steel legs (as seen on
the photo) and a warm tone
genuine leather, it becomes a
perfect match to transitional style
living room interior.

COLLECTION BOOK

Dark nickel color (as seen on the photo) has
becomes a trendy stainless steel color for legs
of European contemporary style sofas.
After all, the timeless design of Model ESTENDE
enables it to crossover with contemporary
style or transitional style living room interior,
depending on your choice of leather color tone
and stainless steel leg color.

ESTENDE
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CT
BXR

3LA
0572-1D

1.5DC

0572-1D

Leather: 9401-BXR+1.5DC+CT+3LA (subject to availability)
Leather: 3190-1D (subject to availability)

S0499
ALBANI II

ALBANI II
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ALBANI II
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Model ALBANI is a design of
minimalism that is meant for
matching with any European
contemporary style living room
interior.
The optional head rest (as
seen on the photo) enhances
seating comfort.
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ALBANI II
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The particularity of Model
ALBANI is the possibility
of composing large and
exceptional compositions with
SKUs, as seen on the photo,
such as item number CT,
BXL and 1.5DC that can be
the connecting units at both
sides. The final composition
can “flow” in the middle of
a sizable living room but not
like a “wall.” The openness
concept of the ALBANI sofa
set creates a livelier living
room atmosphere.
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ALBANI II
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Model ALBANI’s design
highlight is the stainless steel
decorative trims along the sofa
base and the stainless steel leg
that is engraved with a unique
multi-straight-line pattern.
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UCCELLO
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4D

COLLECTION BOOK

1D

Leather: 9407-4D (subject to availability)
Leather: 2216-1D (subject to availability)

0563

UCCELLO

UCCELLO
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UCCELLO
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Model UCCELLO’s angled leg
is specially designed to place
at the sofa arm side which
makes it more visible. The
high-profile leg becomes a
more important accessory for
Model UCCELLO.
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UCCELLO
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“UCCELLO” means” bird” in Italian
words. Model UCCELLO has as an
angled sofa arm-frame with a thin
arm-top extension which resembles
the shape of an expanding bird wing.

Dark nickel color (as seen on
the photo) has becomes a
trendy stainless steel color for
legs of European contemporary
style sofas.

The thin sofa arm-top extension is
realized by a 5mm thin solid metal
plate inside that ensures the structural
stability. The generally round shape
of the sofa arm well corresponds to
the round & streamline form of birds
in general, the form of nature that
facilitates flying.

The seat cushion front is round
& seamless that enhances the
easy-maintenance of the sofa.
The back cushions are loose
and the seat cushions are tight.
The back and seat cushions
have a high-density
polyurethane foam core and
the seat softness is in Level 5.

Model UCCELLO’s legs comes with
3 optional stainless steel colors,
namely, antique brass color (as seen
on the photo), dark nickel color and
satin stainless steel.

Satin stainless steel finish on sofa
legs (as seen on the photo) is
always well matching with modern
living room interior design.
The optional head rest (as seen on
the photo) enhances seating comfort.
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UCCELLO
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COLONNA I
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SXR
1D
1D

4LA

Leather: 9415-SXR+4LA (subject to availability)
Leather: 2296-1D (subject to availability)

COLONNA I

0564
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COLONNA I

ARCO 0551

“COLONNA” means column in
Italian words.
The legs of Model COLONNA
are in form of round columns
that are visible at both sides
of the sofa arms and at the
seat front frame of the chaise
lounge.
At the top of the leg column,
there is a curved stainless strip
that connects both columns
and placed at each arm side
of the sofa. The entire metal
leg structure becomes a
high-profile design element
that characterizes Model
COLONNA.
Model COLONNA’s legs comes
with 3 optional stainless steel
colors, namely, dark nickel
color (as seen on the photo),
antique brass color and satin
stainless steel.

COLLECTION BOOK

COLONNA I
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COLONNA I

ARCO 0551

Model ARCO (no. 0551) is considered to be a high back
sofa with back height of 60cm. The lumber support is
well defined to enhance the comfort.

Dark nickel color (as seen on
the photo) has becomes a
trendy stainless steel color for
legs of European contemporary
style sofas.

The back and arm cushions are finished with the stitched
leather edging that clearly outlines their shapes.
The seat cushion was designed to have a slim look
which well matches Model ARCO’s overall design.

Leather: 8081 (subject to availability)

Satin stainless steel finish on
sofa legs (as seen on the
photo) is always well matching
with modern living room
interior design.

Optional coffee table (item no. STG3W) always comes
with a design that matches the sofa seat front frame and
legs.

Model COLONNA’s legs
comes with 3 optional stainless
steel colors, namely, antique
brass color (as seen on the
photo), dark nickel color and
satin stainless steel.
The back cushions are loose
and the seat cushions are tight.
The back cushion core is filled
with feather at the front and
polyurethane foam at the back.
The seat cushions are filled
with high-density polyurethane
foam and with softness in
Level 5.
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COLONNA I
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There are 2 versions for Model COLONNA. Model
COLONNA I (no. 0564, as seen on the photo) is the
minimal version. Model COLONNA II (no. 0565, as seen
on Page 57) comes with the “small diamond-shape
weaving” leathercraft feature. Incorporating fashiondriven leather-craftsmanship into sofa design is always a
signature design concept for KELVIN GIORMANI.
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4D
AC85-1DV

Leather: 3113-4D (subject to availability)
Leather: 3128/3186-1DV (subject to availability)

COLONNA II

0565
COLONNA II
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COLONNA II
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“COLONNA” means column in
Italian words.
The legs of Model COLONNA
are in form of round columns
that are visible at both sides
of the sofa arms and at the
seat front frame of the chaise
lounge.
At the top of the leg columns,
there is a curved stainless
strap that connects both
columns and placed at each
arm side of the sofa. The entire
metal leg structure becomes
a high-profile design element
that characterizes Model
COLONNA.
Model COLONNA’s legs
comes with 3 optional stainless
steel colors, namely, satin
stainless steel finish (as seen
on the photo), antique brass
color and dark nickel color.
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COLONNA II
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Model COLONNA’s legs comes with
3 optional stainless steel colors,
namely, satin stainless steel finish (as
seen on the photo), antique brass
color and dark nickel color.

There are 2 versions for Model COLONNA.
Model COLONNA I (no. 0564, as seen on Page
44) is the minimal version. Model COLONNA II
(no. 0565, as seen on the photo) comes with
the “small diamond-shape weaving” leathercraft
feature. Incorporating fashion-driven leathercraftsmanship into sofa design is always a
signature design concept for KELVIN GIORMANI.

The back cushions are loose and the
seat cushions are tight.
The back cushion core is filled with
feather at the front and polyurethane
foam at the back. The seat
cushions are filled with high-density
polyurethane foam and with softness
in Level 5.

Dark nickel color (as seen on the
photo) has becomes a trendy
stainless steel color for legs of
European contemporary style sofas.

COLONNA II

When Model COLONNA comes with the antique
brass color stainless steel legs (as seen on the
photo) and a dark silky semi-aniline leather, it
will well match with transitional style living room
interior.
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NASTRO II
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4D

Leather: 9423-4D (subject to availability)

0572
NASTRO I

NASTRO I

“NASTRO” means ribbon in
Italian words. The shapes and
forms of Model NASTRO’s
arms and legs resemble the
beauty of “waving” ribbons.
There are 2 versions for Model
NASTRO. Model NASTRO I (no.
0572, as seen on the photo)
is the high-back version, and
Model NASTRO II (no. 0573,
as seen on Page 70) is the
low-back version.
For NASTRO I (no. 0572), both
back cushions and the seat
cushions are tight. The back
cushion has a polyurethane
foam core and the seat
softness is in Level 5.
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NASTRO I
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The shapes and forms of
Model NASTRO’s arms and
legs resemble the beauty of
“waving” ribbons.
The slim and curved arm is
realized by the 10mm thin
solid metal strip inside that
ensures the structural stability.
The outside is upholstered by
genuine leather that creates
the comfort as an arm rest
requires.
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NASTRO I
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4D3
1D
1D

Leather: 7517-4D3 (subject to availability)
Leather: 6181-1D (subject to availability)

0573

NASTRO II

NASTRO II
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NASTRO II
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The shapes and forms of
Model NASTRO’s arms and
legs resemble the beauty of
“waving” ribbons.
Thanks to the solid metal
structure, the arm of Model
NASTRO can achieve the
exceptional width of only
10cm and unusual “thinness”
of only 25mm, which realizes
the “ribbons” inspired design
feature.
The slim and curved leg is
also made with solid (thickness
10mm) stainless steel that
ensures the structural stability. It
comes with 3 standard colors,
namely, satin stainless steel,
dark nickel color and antique
brass color.
Besides, the narrowed arm
design also gives rooms for
more seating width. As a result,
Model NASTRO provides
additional SKU (items), such
as, 4D3 (a 221cm sofa with
3 independent seats, as seen
on the photo), and a 2D (a
154cm 2-seater).
There are 2 versions for Model
NASTRO. Model NASTRO I (no.
0572, as seen on Page 67)
is the high-back version, and
Model NASTRO II (no. 0573,
as seen on the photo) is the
low-back version.
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NASTRO II
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NASTRO II

Model NASTRO’s legs comes
with 3 optional stainless steel
colors, namely, antique brass
color (as seen on the photo),
dark nickel color and satin
stainless steel.
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Satin stainless steel finish on
sofa legs (as seen on the
photo) is always well matching
with modern living room
interior design.
The optional head rest (as
seen on the photo) enhances
seating comfort.
For NASTRO II (no. 0573),
the back cushions are loose
and the seat cushions are
tight. The back cushion has a
polyurethane foam core and
the seat softness is in Level 5.

Dark nickel color (as seen on
the photo) has becomes a
trendy stainless steel color for
legs of European contemporary
style sofas.
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4D

Leather: 0521/0562-4D (subject to availability)

MAESTRIA X

0545C
MAESTRIA X
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MAESTRIA X
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Model MAESTRIA was firsttime released in 2017. It has
already been given several
creative leather-crafting
patterns and placed at the sofa
arm interior. This Version Ten
(X) as seen on the photo is
the latest version that’s meant
for perfecting the craftsmanship
of the borders surrounding the
small diamond-shape weaving.
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MAESTRIA X
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The alternate 2-tone effect
that’s presented with the small
diamond-shape weaving
feature is a step-up from the
conventional mono-tone effect.

Satin stainless steel
finish on sofa legs
(as seen on the
photo) is always
well matching
with modern living
room interior
design.

Model
MAESTRIA’s legs
comes with 3
optional stainless
steel colors,
namely, antique
brass color (as
seen on the
photo), dark nickel
color and satin
stainless steel.

Dark nickel
color (as seen
on the photo)
has becomes a
trendy stainless
steel color for
legs of European
contemporary style
sofas.
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MAESTRIA X
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CANI
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2D

Leather: 0519-2D (subject to availability)

CANI

0574

CANI
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CANI

“CANI” means
“dogs” in Italian.
For the year 2018
(starting from Feb
19, 2018), it’s the
Year of the Dog
according to the
Chinese zodiac,
where the design
inspiration of
Model CANI was
from.

Model CANI’s
core structure is
enhanced by a
solid stainless steel
frame together
with a pair of solid
stainless steel legs.
It has achieved a
proper pitch for
seating comfort
and realized the
essence of a
dog paw print
together with the
leather-upholstery
elements.
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CXL

Leather: 0522/0528-CXL (subject to availability)

SNELLO XI

0453A
SNELLO XI

Model SNELLO was firsttime released in 2013 and a
Pinnacle Design Achievement
Award winning design in 2014
(awarded by American Society
of Furniture Designers). It
has also become one of the
most popular designs so far
that features various fashiondriven leather-crafting features,
which is KELVIN GIORMANI’s
signature design concept.

To celebrate the
5th anniversary of
the birth of Model
SNELLO, KELVIN
GIORMANI has
introduced a new
SKU, as seen on
the photo, which
is a stand-alone
chaise.
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The alternate
2-tone effect
that’s presented
with the small
diamond-shape
weaving feature
is a step-up from
the conventional,
2013 released,
mono-tone effect.

SNELLO XI
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SNELLO XI

Model SNELLO’s
legs come with 3
optional stainless
steel colors,
namely, satin
stainless steel
finish (as seen
on the photo),
dark nickel color
and antique brass
color.
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Antique brass
color (as seen
on the photo) on
stainless steel sofa
legs can add the
transitional flair to
the sofa model.

Dark nickel
color (as seen
on the photo)
has becomes a
trendy stainless
steel color for
legs of European
contemporary style
sofas.

Model SNELLO was firsttime released in 2013 and a
Pinnacle Design Achievement
Award winning design in 2014
(awarded by American Society
of Furniture Designers). It
has also become one of the
most popular designs so far
that features various fashiondriven leather-crafting features,
which is KELVIN GIORMANI’s
signature design concept.
Beside the version with small
diamond-shape weaving
(as seen on Page 92),
KELVIN GIORMANI created,
in 2013, the small squareshape weaving feature that’s
enhanced with alternateperforation effect (as seen on
the photo).
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CXL

Leather: 7520-CXL (subject to availability)

SNELLO XIII

0454A
SNELLO XIII
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To celebrate the
5th anniversary of
the birth of Model
SNELLO, KELVIN
GIORMANI has
introduced a new
SKU, as seen on
the photo, which
is a stand-alone
chaise.

COLLECTION BOOK

Beside the
version with small
diamond-shape
weaving (as seen
on Page 92),
KELVIN GIORMANI
created small
square-shape
weaving feature
that’s enhanced
with alternatedperforation effect
(as seen on the
photo) in 2013.

SNELLO XIII
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Model SNELLO’s
legs comes
with 3 optional
stainless steel
colors, namely,
dark nickel color
(as seen on the
photo), satin
stainless steel
and antique brass
color.

Antique brass
color (as seen
on the photo) on
stainless steel sofa
legs can add the
transitional flair to
the sofa model.

Satin stainless steel
finish on sofa legs
(as seen on the
photo) is always
well matching
with modern living
room interior
design.
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SNELLO XIII
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4D

Leather: 9407/9486-4D (subject to availability)

LARGO XVIII

0566
LARGO XVIII
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LARGO XVIII
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Model LARGO was firsttime released in 2016, which
was one of the few KELVIN
GIORMANI designs with the
concept of “armless” sofas. In
2018, answering the request
from a good number of
KELVIN GIORMANI dealers
worldwide, we added a new
version (as seen on the photo)
with sofa arms.
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BROOKE IV

In 2017, KELVIN
GIORMANI made
use of the “cutand-stitch” leathercrafting technique
and created several
animal-inspired
creative patterns
to place on Model
MAESTRIA.

COLLECTION BOOK

In 2018, KELVIN
GIORMANI selected
the “peacock”
pattern and placed
it at the back of
Designer Chair
AC73.
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In 2017, KELVIN
GIORMANI made
use of the “cutand-stitch” leathercrafting technique
and created several
animal-inspired
creative patterns
to place on Model
MAESTRIA.

In 2018, KELVIN
GIORMANI selected
the “eagle” pattern
and placed it at the
back of Designer
Chair AC73

BROOKE III
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FORME
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A series of new
coffee tables
(designed by Kelvin
Ng) that comes
with 3 different
shapes, namely
circle, square and
rectangle, and 2
different heights,
namely 39cm and
50cm. The coffee
table top is made
with tampered
glass and have
black or white
color to choose
from.
The coffee legs
comes with 3
optional stainless
steel colors,
namely, satin
stainless steel finish
(as seen on the
photo), dark nickel
color and antique
brass color.

The design highlight of this coffee
table series is the
genuine leatherupholstered
trim that can be
custom-ordered
in any leather
within the KELVIN
GIORMANI leather
collection.

MTG001

MTG001
MTG002

MTG004
ST134

ST135

MTG004

MTG003

ST135

FORME I / FORME II / FORME IV

FORME I / FORME III / FORME IV
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FORME
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To enrich this new coffee table
series, Kelvin has specially
added two low-stools in either
circle or square shape. They
can be creatively inserted
within the coffee set to make it
livelier as a group. The stools
can be made with fashion
leather, such as, gold or
silver color genuine leather to
enhance the luxury flair of the
living room.

ST134
ST134

FORME III

A new series of coffee table
that was designed by Michele
Mantovani, KELVIN GIORMANI’s
associated Italian designer,
which features genuine
leather-upholstered table top
that can be custom-ordered in
any leather within the KELVIN
GIORMANI leather collection.
The coffee table legs are made
with sleek and round-shape
stainless steel bars.

MTG003

MTL001
MTL003

MTL002

SHAPES I / SHAPES II / SHAPES III
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Hong Kong Headquarter
Address: 6/F., Yan Hing Centre, 9-13
Wong Chuk Yeung St., Fo Tan, N.T., Hong Kong
Tel: 852 2690 3884
Fax: 852 2947 0835

China Factory
Address: Pan Shan, Da Ling Shan,
Dong Guan, Guang Dong, CHINA
Tel: 86 769 8560 4810
Fax: 86 769 8335 3409

Website
www.kelvingiormani.com

ARREDAMENTI COMPANY LTD.

